The iconographic motif of the birdman emerged in Mesopotamian glyptic art in the Early Dynastic period and disappeared at the end of the Akkadian period. Its meaning remains ambiguous, particularly due to the fact that the fi gure is represented in scenes of varying character and it cannot be identifi ed with any character known from myths. Sometimes, the creature may be recognised as a deity based on a horned crown, yet this is not always the case. Among the deities attested in the scenes with birdman, one can easily identify Shamash and Enki. The examined material contains 62 published seals or seal impressions with the birdman motif, both from the Early Dynastic and the Akkadian period. The latest monographic studies of this subject were published in the 1950s. Interpretations presented by the authors of said works, though often quoted in the research on the motif, seem to lack proper argumentation and, to an large extent, are outdated due to a considerable progress of the research on Sumero-Akkadian iconography and an increase, although modest, in study material, among other things. In light of the above, it is worth analysing this motif one more time.
Mesopotamian seals and impressions dated to the Early Dynastic (ED) period featured an iconographic motif of a birdman -a half-human and half-bird creature. This motif continued in glyptics until the Akkadian period, after which it disappeared. The author analyses 62 published seals or seals impressions with the birdman motif. 1 In the canonical 1 Amiet 1952: Figs 4, 13-14; 1980 : Pls 97/1268 , 106/1396 -1402 , 108/1439 -1440 , 1442 , 113/1503 -1504 , 132/1783 -1784 Buren 1933: Pls IV/16, V/18; 1953: Fig. 1; Boehmer 1965: Pls XXIV/276, XXXIII/391, XLII/496-497, XLIII/503, 509, 511-513, XLIV/515-516, 519, 521; Collon 1982: Pl. XXIX/200-206; Buchanan 1966: no. 802; Frankfort 1955: Pls 55/580, 59/619, 62/655, 65/694; Matthews 1997: Pls XII/92, XVIII/187, 193, XXIX/365-367; Matthews, Matthews, McDonald 1994: Fig. 13/9; Moortgat 1988: Pl. 30/223-224, 226; Ravn 1960: no. 22; Rova 2012: Fig. 5/68; Speiser 1935: Pl. LX/62; Ward 1910: Figs. 293-294, 298, 300b. D M form the discussed hybrid was represented as a bearded man from the waist up and as a bird from the waist down, with a feathered tail, bird feet and commonly claws (Fig. 1) . Sometimes, a beak or wings were added but, in the present author's opinion, these elements might have served the purpose of fi lling the free space of the design, as suggested by the composition of these representations. 2 Common attributes of this hybrid fi gure included a pole and a stylised plant, either branch or cereal ears. 3 Other less frequently attested attributes were a spear or a sceptre. 4 On one seal, the hybrid was shown with a lizard in its hand. 5 In some rare instances, the birdman was depicted wearing a horned crown, 6 which may indicate its divine status.
The fi gure of the birdman in glyptics has been discussed in only a few studies 7 and the present paper constitutes another attempt at analysing this motif. It is particularly interesting because of the multiple roles attributed to the hybrid. Its representations have been found in various types of scenes, its reception remains ambiguous, and its role is not easy to interpret due to the fact that no analogous fi gure has been identifi ed in Sumero-Akkadian mythology. There is no certainty whether the birdman always symbolised the same character, or whether it represent various mythological fi gures depending on the type of representation.
The analysed material featuring the birdman motif comprised 20 artefacts from the Early Dynastic period and 42 from the Akkadian period from southern and northern Mesopotamia. Only about 43% of all the examples are of known provenience (80% of Early Dynastic period examples and 26% of those from the Akkadian period) while the remaining ones were obtained in the antiquarian market.
8 It is also diffi cult to determine 2 The beak is attested on 5% and the wings on 14% of examples. 3 31% of the examined material. 4 6% of the examined material. 5 Ward 1910: 106, Fig. 300b . 6 Collon 1982: 76, Pl. XXI/145; Ward 1910: 106, Fig. 300b; Ravn 1960: 28-30, no. 22; Amiet 1952: 158, Fig. 14. 7 The most important ones are Amiet 1952 and Buren 1953. 8 Among Early Dynastic seals or seal impressions with the birdman motif, seven were found in Tell Brak, two in Tell Fara, two in Kish, single pieces in Tell Asmar, Tell Beydar, Ur, Susa and one in northern Syria. Among Akkadian examples, two were found in Tell Brak, two in Ur, two in Tell Asmar, single pieces in Nippur, Tell Fara, Tello, Chagar Bazar and Tepe Gawra; for references see above, note 1.
whether this motif fi rst appeared in north or south Mesopotamia. As there are only 16 Early Dynastic fi nds of known origin, this group is too small to allow to draw fi nal conclusions about this matter. Nonetheless, there are certain indications that the motif did not originate in southern Mesopotamia. This is suggested, among others, by the chronological attestation of the birdman motif, which, despite its apparent popularity in the Akkadian period, disappeared completely towards the end of the third millennium .
9 A similar phenomenon can be observed in relation to other motifs, alongside which representations of the hybrid sometimes appeared, 10 for instance, 'building of a ziggurat' scene or processions of the boat-god. 11 The current state of research suggests that the 'building of a ziggurat' and processions of the boat-god themes originate in north Babylonia, as they were mostly attested in this area and seem to be atypical for the Sumerian glyptic art. 12 In the present author's opinion the birdman motif may belong to this group.
EARLY DYNASTIC PERIOD
The earliest known representation of the birdman was found on a seal from Tell Asmar (Fig. 2) , 13 but the fi gure is depicted in a clearly non-canonical manner. It seems that the engraver was only attempting to create a half-human, half-bird fi gure. The seal shows a man of severely distorted proportions standing sideways in a tucked up tunic, which may have been intended to imitate a bird's tail, and with spread wings attached at the shoulders. The hybrid is extending its arms towards hoofed animals fl anking it on both sides, shown in an upright position. Similar depictions of the birdman are attested in several other early representations.
14 Frequently, they seem to be an attempt to create such a composite form 9 Ławecka 2010: 173-199. 10 The 'building of a ziggurat' motif is attested alongside the birdman motif in at least two cases (Amiet 1980 : Pls 108/1442 , 132/1784 , whereas the procession of the boat-god -on at least eight examples (Amiet 1952: Fig. 10; 1980 : Pls 108/1440 , 1442 , 113/1503 -1504 , 132/1782 -1784 .
11 Non-Sumerian origin of these two motifs was already pointed out by Pierre Amiet (Amiet 1980: 182) . 12 Ławecka 2009: 122-123 . 13 Frankfort 1955: 28, Pl. 44/471; Ławecka 2010: 193-194 that would best display the fi gure's features. In all these cases, the hybrid is fl anked by animals standing upright. These artefacts were initially dated to the Early Dynastic II period, 15 but in present author's opinion it seems more probable that they belonged to the terminal Early Dynastic I period. 16 It is worth mentioning that the earliest dated examples show the birdman en face. On the later artefacts -dated from the Early Dynastic IIIA period to the end of the Akkadian period -the hybrid was depicted exclusively in profi le.
At the beginning of the Early Dynastic III period, there emerged a canon of the birdman iconography -a canon that remained unchanged until the motif ceased to appear in the glyptic art of Mesopotamia. The creature's upper body is human, most likely male, often bearded, while its lower body is that of a bird (see Fig. 1 ). 17 The birdman was represented in scenes with animals, sometimes accompanied by humans and various fantastic creatures, including other hybrids like the scorpionman or the bullman. Such a depiction is known, for instance, from a seal found at Tell Brak (Fig. 3a) . 18 In this particular representation, the birdman was given wings, though, as it was suggested above, such a treatment may be explained by a desire to cover all the space available on the seal. Two dots and a wavy line 19 present on the same seal may be considered as the fi lling motifs. 20 Plants shown next to the hybrid indicate its connection with the world of vegetation.
Pierre Amiet claimed that the birdman in the Early Dynastic period was always shown as a non-aggressive character, which could be contrasted with the representations of the creature in the Akkadian period. 21 However, there are known Early Dynastic depictions of the birdman in the context of a battle or contest scene, which contradicts the hybrid's purely peaceful nature. One example of such a scene is presented in Fig. 3b . 22 It shows the birdman in its canonical form holding a spear in one hand with which it strikes down a scorpionman lying below. The scene also features other animals and hybrids, and the whole design is complemented by a solar disc, the symbol of Shamash. According to the Epic of Gilgamesh, the scorpion-people were servants of Shamash, 23 therefore this scene could be interpreted as a symbolic fi ght between the birdman and the sun-god. What is more, the hybrid seems to be victorious, triumphing over the fallen scorpionman.
Another thematic group of seals involving the birdman are processions of the boat-god. This motif appeared already prior to the Early Dynastic III period and continued throughout the Akkadian period. 24 It is believed that such representations could symbolise the sun's journey across the sky during the day and through the underworld during the night, or the mutual relationship of the sun and vegetation. 25 Pierre Amiet and Elizabeth van Buren have suggested that the Early Dynastic image of the birdman is closely related with that of the boat-god, 26 but in the analysed Early Dynastic material this deity was present only in about 30% of depictions. 27 The motif of the boat-god procession was only one of several possible variants of portraying the birdman, and it certainly was not the predominant one.
One of the artefacts from this group (Fig. 4a) shows a scene divided into two registers.
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The lower one depicts yet another popular theme of this period, namely the so-called 'building of a ziggurat' scene. The upper register features the birdman portrayed in its canonical form with a wing added just above the tail. It is the only fi gure turned to the right, facing the boat-god, with one hand stretched in a greeting gesture towards the deity, and hol ding a stick in the other. A scorpion is placed between these two fi gures. The boat-god is holding an oar, and yet another deity is seated in the boat and is also rowing. Two cereal ears are also depicted on the boat. Next to the birdman, there are three symbols associated with the representation of boat-god processions: a quadruped, a plough, and a ceramic vessel. Another noteworthy example of an Early Dynastic depiction of the discussed fi gure was also found at Tell Brak (Fig. 4b) . 29 It shows a hybrid -most probably a birdman
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-possibly restrained as in the Akkadian period (see below) with one arm upraised and 25 Buren 1953: 51. 26 Amiet 1952: 155; Buren 1953: 50. 27 See above, note 10. 28 Ławecka 2010: 193, Fig. 7-23: 1. 29 Matthews 1997: 230, Pl. XII/92. 30 Donald Matthews does not identify the depicted fi gure as the birdman. However, the present author does believe that certain factors -namely the distinctive ending of the creature's body, the fact that the hybrid is being led, as well as the entire composition which is very typical for this kind of representation -make this identifi cation both viable and plausible (see : Matthews 1997: 230) . holding a short stick; its other arm is being held by a fi gure standing in front of the creature, while a third fi gure is standing closer to the throne. All three are facing a deity sitting on the throne and drinking some kind of beverage through a long straw. 31 The depiction is particularly interesting because all other examples of the scene of bringing the birdman before a deity are associated with the Akkadian period. 32 This example, however, shows that the motif fi rst emerged in the Early Dynastic period. In summary, it is possible to distinguish several types of Early Dynastic scenes featuring the birdman. The fi rst group consist of early, experimental depictions, in which the hybrid is shown en face with outstretched arms (and wings if they are added). It is usually accompanied by animals standing upright (such scenes are also known as 'contest scenes'). All the remaining thematic groups concern the canonical depiction of the birdman. The theme of contests with animals is continued and developed to include other hybrids as well. Such 31 Its divine character may be inferred based on the diff erence in size between the depicted fi gures, as the enthroned one is much larger than the others. scenes attest to the fact that in the Early Dynastic period, the birdman was not always a nonaggressive fi gure. Another set of depictions is composed of processions of the boat-god which include the hybrid. Sometimes these scenes are accompanied by other motifs like 'building of a ziggurat' or 'adoration of an altar'. On one Early Dynastic seal, the author has identifi ed the scene of leading the hybrid before an enthroned deity, particularly popular in the Akkadian period. In this case, the birdman seems to be portrayed in an antagonistic manner.
AKKADIAN PERIOD
The Akkadian period witnessed the continuation of the motif of the boat-god procession. One representation (Fig. 5a ) of this group is extremely interesting, as it depicts two fi gures of the birdman standing side by side and holding the ears of cereal in their hands. 33 Even more importantly, both hybrids wear horned crowns, which mean that they were depicted as deities, perhaps minor deities of vegetation. The boat-god carries seated Shamash, and the entire design is complemented by a bull or a lion fi gure, a plough, a vessel, a fi sh symbolising the water the boat is drifting on, and a human-faced quadruped, following the boat.
A substantial majority of Akkadian glyptics with the birdman motif depict a scene of leading the hybrid, usually restrained, before an enthroned deity (Fig. 5b) . These artefacts account for about 58% of all hybrid representations, both from the Early Dynastic and the Akkadian periods, and 86% of Akkadian representations only. This demonstrates the extraordinary popularity and universality of the scene, which is commonly interpreted as a scene of judgement. 34 Initially, the god sitting on the throne was interpreted as Shamash,
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but the recurring symbols of the deity, namely streams of water fl owing out of shoulders or hips, bowls overfl owing with water or fi sh surrounding the fi gure, strongly suggest that a more plausible identity, if an accurate identifi cation is at all possible, would be that of Enki. 36 It was also assumed that this motif emerged in the Akkadian period and testifi ed to the profound change that occurred in the perception of the birdman, namely its supposed evolution from a non-aggressive character into a villain.
37 However, the above-discussed Early Dynastic artefact from Tell Brak clearly demonstrates that this motif appeared earlier than it was initially thought (Fig. 4b) . Perhaps the popularity of certain types of representations of the birdman changed over time, increasing and decreasing periodically or locally, but this does not prove that the mythical tale about the creature was altered, especially since its iconography and accompanying symbols remain unchanged.
The birdman is usually led by two or three deities. These could be unidentifi ed minor gods as shown on Fig. 5b . In this case the hybrid, depicted in its canonical form, has tied hands which are held by a deity standing behind the creature. There are fetters on its neck, by which the hybrid is being led before the throne. Another minor deity is holding a stylised 33 Amiet 1952: 156; Boehmer 1965: 175; Collon 1982: 76; Ławecka 2010: 196 . 34 branch hanging loosely from the pole to which it is attached. Judging by the composition, the plant has been taken from the hybrid. The most important character is Enki, who is raising his hand in a greeting gesture. The scene is complemented by an eight-pointed star. The scenes of leading the birdman before enthroned Enki sometimes also feature Usmu, a two-faced god and a minister to Enki as attested for instance on Fig. 6a . In this particular representation, the hybrid wears a horned crown demonstrating its divine status. The fi gure standing behind the birdman and holding it by the ear (or head) is also a deity, judging by the head-dress, but further identifi cation is impossible as no distinguishing symbols are present. Enki is sitting on the throne, holding a bowl of streaming water in his hands. Behind the throne, a bearded man is shown wearing a loincloth and holding a standard in his hands.
Another example of this type of scene with Enki, Usmu and the birdman (Fig. 6b ) also shows two unidentifi ed deities. The fi rst one is holding a stick resting on his shoulder, with a hanging stylised plant, which was probably seized from the birdman; the other god holds a mace, also resting on his shoulder, from which a small fi gure of a birdman is hanging, tied by its leg. Both the hybrid and the plant are shown as off erings to be received by Enki and the plant itself clearly suggests, according to the present author, the creature's connection to the world of fl ora and vegetation. The manner in which the birdman is carried may suggest that it is no longer alive and it was usually interpreted as such. 38 However, in the art of the third millennium , fi gures of the dead are usually shown in recumbent position (see, e.g. Fig. 7a ), so such a representation would be unprecedented. Perhaps the intent was to reinforce the image of the birdman's enslavement. It should be 38 Amiet 1952: 158-160. emphasised that if the creature was considered a deity, as indicated by its horned crown, then it should not be portrayed dead.
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Apart from the continuation of the boat-god motif and the high popularity of scenes showing the captured birdman being off ered to Enki, the Akkadian period also yielded examples of other representations of the hybrid. One such fi nd is a seal impression unearthed at Nippur (Fig. 6c) . 40 It depicts a scene devoid of fi ghting, which contradicts the assertion that the representations of the hybrid at this time were only antagonistic in character. 41 Instead, it is a depiction of a procession to an unidentifi ed deity. There are two birdman fi gures present in this scene and each is holding a mace. While all the remaining fi gures are turned towards the pivotal deity, the two creatures are facing one another.
Other two representations dated to the Akkadian period depict the birdman and Shamash together, and the relation between the two is truly interesting. 42 In the fi rst example (Fig. 7a) , the birdman, standing on the right, is depicted as having not only a feathered tail, bird feet and claws, but also large outstretched wings. The hybrid wears a horned crown and is the only fi gure present in the scene that is not standing directly on the ground, but on a naked, hunched human fi gure; it is holding two other fi gures, also naked, by their heads. This is clearly a battle scene in which the hybrid is triumphant. In the centre of the scene, Shamash is shown with sunrays emerging from his arms, clad in a long tunic and wearing a horned crown. He is holding a pruning-saw in his hand, raised above a sprawled male fi gure restrained by a winged deity to his left. The most important part of the scene seems to be the sun-god who alone is not fi ghting. Two of his allies, the birdman and the second god, also winged, are clearly winning the battle in favour of Shamash. Furthermore, neither of the hybrids is shown in a derogatory manner, but they appear to be equal to the sun-god, as both are wearing horned crowns indicative of high status.
The other seal showing the birdman in the company of Shamash (Fig. 7b) portrays a very diff erent relationship. 43 One part of the composition features a depiction of the hybrid 44 which is being held by two bald fi gures in short tunics, probably priests. The other part is fl anked on both sides by gate doors, between which Shamash is shown emerging from behind schematised mountains, with triple rays emanating from his shoulders. In this scene, 39 Black, Green 1992: 57-58. 40 The impression is two-registered, while the presented drawing contains only the lower-one. On the upper one the off ering scene is depicted : Canby 2001: 13, Pl. 13b . 41 Amiet 1952: 156-157. 42 The hybrid represented on these two seals diff ers from the canonical Akkadian images of birdman (in particular Fig. 7b ; see below, note 43) and their identifi cation as birdman, suggested already by Amiet (Amiet 1952: 156) may be questioned. In the present author's opinion in both above-mentioned examples the hybrid should be identifi ed as a birdman. 43 Amiet 1952: 158, Fig. 16; Boehmer 1965: 110. the birdman is again an antagonistic fi gure, as indicated by the fact that it is constrained by the priests of Shamash. The two above-discussed representations clearly indicate that the relationship between the hybrid and the sun-god was ambiguous and they could be either allies, or opponents depending on the circumstances.
Although there were certain thematic variants of the birdman's representations in the Akkadian period, the iconography and the attributes did not change. The strong diversifi cation of the birdman's images may testify to the multi-faceted quality of the hybrid's myth or indicate that the birdman appeared in more than one tale. Apart from the continuation of the motif of the boat-god procession involving the birdman, the creature is most often shown being led before an enthroned god, most likely Enki. In such cases, it is depicted as an antagonistic fi gure, usually restrained and held by a deity or deities leading it by the ear or arm. At least in one instance, the birdman is depicted as if it was dead. In addition to the examples mentioned above, the hybrid appears in battle scenes as either an adversary, or an ally of Shamash, as well as in the scene showing a procession. It is therefore impossible to unequivocally state whether the birdman was regarded as a neutral or an antagonistic fi gure in the glyptic art of both the Early Dynastic and the Akkadian periods. 
THE BIRDMAN IN MYTHOLOGICAL CONTEXT
As it was already mentioned, there is no certainty regarding the mythological identifi cation of the birdman. In the studies on Mesopotamian glyptic art, the standard interpretation used to dictate that scenes with a bird-man illustrated the myth of the Anzu bird, 45 especially in the case of the representations showing the birdman brought before an enthroned deity.
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Although this type of depiction might be interpreted as Enki's judgment of the Anzu bird, there are no suffi cient grounds to support this hypothesis. 47 Furthermore, there is no indication of Anzu having any human qualities, especially not to an extent were it would be presented as half-human. The motif of Anzu was popular in the third millennium glyptics, but it was also signifi cantly diff erent from the birdman scenes.
48 According to Henri Frankfort, the plants depicted along with the birdman were supposed to symbolise the Tablet of Destinies stolen by Anzu, but his argumentation does not seem to be very convincing. 49 Furthermore, given the fact that Anzu/Imdugud is associated with Ninurta, then depictions of the birdman should be popular among the fi nds from Lagash state, but this is not the case. This interpretation is undermined also by the diff erences between these two creatures, as Anzu was an eagle-like creature, while the birdman's body is that of a waterbird.
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Frans Wiggermann, on the other hand, tried to connect the birdman with Enmesharra, the deity of the underworld, who owns all of me, which in the fi rst millennium was conventionally associated with the anameru plant, much like the hybrid. 51 This god is sometimes associated with shushshuru, a type of pigeon. 52 However, there are no indications that Enmesharra had any bird-related features, so this hypothesis cannot be verifi ed properly.
Conversely, Amiet emphasised the relationship between the birdman (as a fi gure associated with vegetation) and the sun-god. He argued that the cyclical character of the sun's journey across the sky is reminiscent of the processes of growth, death and rebirth of vegetation. 53 The present author believes that this interpretation of the relationship between Shamash and the birdman is interesting and worth considering. During hot summer seasons, the sun may have caused the vegetation to wither, resulting in the loss of crops, thus symbolising Shamash's triumph and the failure of the vegetation deity. In winter, the sun disappears in the underworld, and in spring, both forces triumph together, and the rebirth of the vegetation is connected with the restoration to power of the sun-god. Such an interpretation may explain the ambiguous relation between the birdman and Shamash.
Amiet also suggested another mythological reference for the birdman, namely the tale of Inanna's descent into the underworld. 54 Because of her association with birds, Amiet tried to combine the symbolism of the goddess with the motif of the birdman. He also noted that there was only a single seal depicting winged Inanna known from the Akkadian period, namely the Adda Seal. 55 Amiet claimed that during this period, the hybrid could have symbolised the goddess, though this is nothing but a conjecture on the part of the author. 56 Another argument in favour of such an interpretation would be the fact that in the myth describing Inanna's descent to the underworld, it was Enki who agreed to help her and return her to life, which could explain why this particular deity appears in the scenes together with the birdman. Van Buren also observed that the hybrid is shown standing alive before the enthroned god, which may also be indicative of Inanna's return to earth. 57 In the present author opinion, this interpretation is faulty, as it was based solely on the depictions of the hybrid being led before Enki. The analysis of the motif should take into consideration all types of scenes featuring the birdman, as its iconography does not change depending on the context in Early Dynastic and the Akkadian periods. Some types of scenes, for instance the boat-god processions, do not feature a single element enabling us to connect the hybrid with Inanna. What is more, to depict this goddess as a bearded male fi gure with a body of a bird would be unprecedented in Mesopotamian art.
The iconographic analysis of the birdman clearly suggests its connection with vegetation and cultivation. Among Mesopotamian deities, it was Dumuzi, the shepherd god, who was associated with these aspects of life. According to the myths, Dumuzi had to spend half a year in the underworld -a predicament in which he found himself because of Inanna.
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For the other half of the year, he could re-join the world of living, thus causing the growth of plants. The image of this god, as well as his presence in the art of Mesopotamia, was heavily discussed by the scholars, yet the matter was not resolved and his iconographic identity is still uncertain.
59 As Wiggermann claimed, the image of Dumuzi should emphasise the duality of nature and symbolise his relationship to vegetation and its death in the periods he spent in the underworld. Dumuzi should also have an anthropomorphic form and be easily associated with the shepherd, Inanna's lover and the ruler of Uruk. 60 In fact, the present author is convinced that the symbolism of the birdman and the variety of its representations seem to share many similarities with Dumuzi. According to Mircea Eliade, this god was referred to as the 'Lord of the snares', but it was he who was in fact bound and asked to be released from bondage, 61 which suggests a connection with the scenes of leading the restrained birdman before Enki. The depictions which show the hybrid as a part 54 Amiet refers to the Sumerian version of the myth : Kramer 1944 : 86-87, after Amiet 1952 : 159. 55 Amiet 1952 However, such an interpretation would not explain the birdman's role in the Early Dynastic period. 57 Buren 1953: 56-57 . 58 Wolkstein, Kramer 1983: 51-89 . 59 Wiggermann 2010: 327. 60 of processions of the boat-god, further reinforced by symbols of a quadruped, a plough, and a ceramic vessel, may be associated with nature's rebirth in spring. In such instances, the interpretation of the birdman as a representation of Dumuzi could also be accurate. It would also account for the ambiguous relations between the birdman and Shamash, as it has been argued above. In the case of other scenes, such identifi cation could be indicated by the hybrid's attributes. However, there are no certain indications that Dumuzi had any bird characteristics and that he should or could be associated with a half-bird creature.
62 This is one of the possible interpretation of the fi gure. However, due to the lack of written sources and the limited number of iconographic sources, it may never be possible to fully understand the symbolism presented on the third millennium seals. As suggested by Piotr Steinkeller, many of the elements found in the glyptic art of this period illustrate tales we are not familiar with, suggesting that they originated from the still poorly understood Akkadian mythology.
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CONCLUSIONS
Several dozen known scenes involving the birdman in the glyptic art may be categorised based on the thematic variations. These are as follows: early depictions of the hybrid accompanied by animals; birdman shown with animals, fantastic creatures and human fi gures; boat-god processions; the hybrid being led before a deity seated on a throne (in most cases, the god in question may be identifi ed with Enki). One should also note other depictions which do not belong to the above-specifi ed groups, namely a procession with gifts and battle scenes featuring a sun-god. The multi-faceted quality of the birdman's representations indicates that it was an ambiguous fi gure. Even the scenes where it is restrained and brought before Enki do not necessarily imply the creature's villainous or antagonistic nature; instead, they may simply emphasise the redeeming role of the enthroned god. Certainly, when discussing the iconographic motif, it is important to take into consideration both its Early Dynastic and Akkadian examples. From the stylistic perspective, it is the same character, having the same, though changeable attributes. Therefore, any attempt at associating the creature with a single myth, for instance the one of the Anzu bird or Inanna's descent to the underworld, basing on analysis of only one type of scene in which bird man appear, will fail because such an interpretation will be incomplete.
The current state of research into the art and writings of the third millennium in Mesopotamia still leaves many unexplained issues. One of them is the diffi culty of identifying fi gures appearing in glyptic art with their counterparts in myths. The same is true in the case of the birdman. It seems that the hybrid was not intended as the focal character of the scenes, as evidenced by the recurring presence of two important Mesopotamian gods -Enki and Shamash -or at least of their attributes. It is possible that the scenes discussed in the present paper were primarily concerned with the story of these two deities and the birdman simply happened to play some part in these myths. Another argument supporting thesis that the hybrid was not the most important fi gure in these scenes is the fact that its iconography does not seem to be fully defi ned. The chronological sequence of glyptics with the birdman motif shows a change in the iconographic concept and the increasing or decreasing popularity of certain motifs. This does not mean, however, that the myth itself was altered. Once the canon of the birdman fi gure was established in the Early Dynastic III periodwhich in itself could attest to the growth in popularity of the myth -certain aspects of its story seem to have been, at times, considered more interesting than others. It is plausible that the iconographic motif of the birdman was derived from a so far unknown myth.
